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(Question 1) 

Consider a ρiston-C'叭inder system ∞叫創nil門9 1 mole of an ide剖 gas at the initJal temperature 

T1 and volume V1 Suppose that there is a heating device that releases heal Q "" Kγinlo the 

syslem, where K is a positive conslanl and T the temperalure 01 the ga5. After heating, the gas 

expands 10 volume V2 • The heat capacity at constant volume is Cν 

(1) Determine the final temperature T2 [8%1 
(2) Is T2 always higher than T1? State your physicaJ reasonmg [8%1 

(Que剖lon 2) Please answer the following questions 

(a) Can an ideal gas be condensed In10 liquid phase? Why? [2%] 
(b) Consider a certain gas whose PVT behavior obeys a virial equation 01 state 

PV B C 
Z==~ "， l+-=-+ 

RT V V' 

What are the phys的al meanings for the coefficients B and C? 11 th陷 gas can undergo a 

vapor-liquid phase transition at the critical temperature Tc,derive B and C in terms of P句， Vo， 

or Tc at 1he critical sta1e and find the correspondlng compressibili1y fac10r Z (7 %1 

(c) 	Explaln physically why B and C must have dimensions and the signs der川ed in (b) atthe 

critical state for vap凹 liquid phase transition (4 %) 

(d) Sketch the profile of P as a 仙nction of ν.~~ 	 ~~ 

(Questlon 3) Please answer “True" or "False" to the following quest陷 ns. For those answered 

叫th "False" , please justify your an訓 .r 

(a) 	An idealized 0位o cycle 的 called the air-standard 0性。叮cle. There are four strokes in the 

cycle. Assume that a reversible engine follows the alr-standard cycle, other than the two 

adiabatic steps , the rest two steps in the cycle receive (or provide) no work. [3 %] 

(b) A throttling process must be isothermal as well as isenthalpic. [3 %) 

(c) For the reversib旭 phase change a1 constant T a門dP.~S=~HIT [3%] 
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(Questlon 4) 

There 陷 an adi也batic ， steadY-S1a1e, one-dimensional flow 01 a compressible 側uid in 1he 

absence 01 shaft work and 01 changes in potential energy For the above-mentioned fluid flows 

in a horizontal pipe with constant cross-sectlon are8, therefore, we shall come to the equations 

as shown below 

(a) 	Accordingly, please brlefly explain tMe entlre changing profile 01 a subsonic fluid velocity 

along the pipe (from entra 可由 through tMe whole pipe line to exit) [5 %] 
(b) 	When a supersonic fluid e門ters such a horizontal pipe 01 ∞nstant cross section, what 

would occur? 且也盤1 Hence, 1he res叫ted outαam9 wlll show an abrupt but fin幅 increase in 

pressure, and a decrease in velocity to a subsonic value (3 %] 

ßu 2 ì r D..2 、 

Il+立| i 旦旦 +M 2 1 

dP T I C, I dS du _1 C. IdS
u~=T I~一~I 

dx Vll-M'ldx dx 1 l-M' 1 申 

(Question 5) 

Two heat blocks A and B have the respective masses of m" (block A) and mb (block B), and 

specific heat capacity of Ca (block A) and Cb (block B) , respectively The two blocks are inil 旭lIy 

at differenl temperatures of T8 (block A) and Tþ (block B) These two blocks are used as a heat 

source and a heat sink for a reversibfe heat engine. The heat engine operates until the 

temperature of the two blocks becomes identωa l. The final temperature 陷 Tf. Assume the twa 

blocks are insu旭ted so that there 的 no heat 10到 to the environment 

(a)Ca旭ulate and express the final temperature of the two blocks T,. [5 %] 

(b) Cafculate and express the 10tal work accomplished by thls reve陷 ible heat engine (regards 

to problem (a)) 但 %J 

(c) 	Prove that this reversible engine can achieve a thermal efficiency as (1 耳 IT.I ， 

when m8 .Ca= mþ.Cb . [6 %] 
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(Question 6) 

l 門 a binary system conslsting of compone們 t5 A and B, the excess Gibbs energy of a bina門f 

liquld mlxture at a temperature T a門 d a pressure P can be expressed as 

ElEXA 丹 (2xA + 句)
RT 

where XA and XB stand fO I" mole fractions 01 component A and component B 

(a) What are the act 叫y coeff αe們 t5 of components A a門 dB? [7 %] 

(b) The vapor pressure of compone們 tA at 80 0 C is PA = 560 mmf旬 If the vapor phase 

behaves almo訟 ideally， what is the range of the vapor pressure of component B at 800 C in 

orderto form an azetrope with componentA at 80 oC. [10 %] 

Please give all assumptions you have made leadlng to yaur ans叫er 

(Question 7) 


For a closed and 門 gld system consisling 01 two phases in equ叫 brium ， denoted as a and ß 

phases , eac門 individual phase is open 10 the other, and mass-transfer between phases may 


QCcur P旭ase derive the criteria for the phase equilibria. [17 %] 
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